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The information in this brochure is based on experience and the current state of scientific knowledge and practice.
It is not binding and it is no privity.
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General Information
The TORNADO Hot Air Blower is used in the field
of road construction for the drying and deicing of
joints, asphalt and concrete surfaces. The machine

-is equipped with a high power turbine that pro
duces a flameless yet powerful hot airstream for

-thorough drying as well as gentle removal of temp
orary marking tape.

Application areas
� Drying of joints for subsequent sealing

after rain or dew�

Drying and deicing of asphalt and concrete�

surfaces prior to road reconstruction or road�

marking�

Removal of temporary road marking�

Advantages
� Working, for the most part, independently

of weather conditions�

Fewer work interruptions�

Competitive advantages�

Reduced operating effort�

� Extreme airstream volume

� Adjustable and interchangeable jet nozzle

Technical data:
RPM:
Two power settings:
Temperature range:
Airstream velocity:
Fuel consumption ca.:
Fuel tank:
Weight:
Tornado transport - and service box

mm mmDimensions: 1200 x 800 x 1200 mm
4 crane eyelets
Holder for 2 jet nozzles
Rack for 9 l turbine oil
Charging unit for battery pack
Additional battery pack
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33.000 - 119.000
50% - 100%
500 - 750°C
1650 km/h
18 l/h
45 l
120 kg

Delivery form
The TORNADO is delivered in a special transport-
and service box in the dimensions of a euro pallet
for easy handling.


